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CHAIRPERSONS REPORT

 In the financial year 2020/21 Iris House, like so many other

NGOs and businesses, was severely affected by the

negative effect of Covid19 and Lockdowns. It was only

during the first hard lockdown that we could not deliver our

services. As soon as we could get essential worker permits

we resumed service. Due to the high risk of cross-infection,

and the government's lack of response to the growing

need for food, we decided to pivot our services towards

the delivery of care parcels to our families. Many of whom

had lost their jobs and their children's schools were closed.

It was an extremely stressful time for our parents, but we

made sure to reach out to them and give them support. In

the first three months of lockdown alone we delivered over

400 care parcels which consisted of meat, chicken, tinned

food, fresh fruit, and vegetables, cleaning products, and

nappies. As soon as it was safe to do so we reopened our

hospice respite and therapies, moving our Saturday

sessions to a Friday to accommodate the many children

whose schools were closed. We have also continued our

care parcel distribution.



CHAIRPERSONS REPORT CONT'D. 

Our community care was reinstated, this was challenging and

expensive as we had to equip each carer with sufficient PPE

and training to ensure their safety in a home environment

that was not within our control. As the year progressed and

there were many more stages of Lockdown introduced, we

alternated between food distribution, hospice respite care,

and community respite care. Ensuring that a proper risk

assessment was done at each stage. Ultimately this led to

our achieving over double our community service annual DSD

target and just missing our hospice target. Despite the

challenges, we were also able to meet our social worker,

medical training, and safety parent training targets. We are

also extremely proud that no Iris House permanent staff

member lost their position, in fact in January 2021 we

welcomed Lebo (PA / Receptionist) Richard (Social Worker),

and Zintle  (Aux social worker) We had to tap into our

sustainability account to keep our doors open, as by Feb of

2021 this was running out. DSD agreements were also only

signed in July of 2021 instead of April. There were zero

increases and in fact less funding for our safety parent

program. Despite our increase in numbers of children and

families.



 CHAIRPERSONS REPORT CONT'D.

Despite all the challenges we have faced during the year

in this discussion, the Iris House team did not give up. We

worked hard to raise funds online, unfortunately, all our

physical functions were canceled which resulted in a huge

drop in our fundraising income. This can be clearly seen in

our financial statements. Although 2020/21 was by far

the most challenging year we have had to date, I am

extremely proud of all the permanent staff, carers and

volunteers at Iris House who despite their own personal

struggles and difficult working conditions have

consistently given their all to our children and their

families.

We know South Africa's battle with Covid 19 is far from

over, but we will continue to strive to serve our families

with integrity, love, and compassion. 

Sue van der Linde - Founder/CEO



We are very proud of our one of a kind protective

workshop. The original manager Carmia resigned to run

her own daycare in 2020, however, the doggy daycare

has continued to grow, with all profits being reinvested

on an ongoing basis. The first of our special needs

young adults to "graduate" from the daycare was

Shuan, who is now working for a mainstream doggy

daycare. We currently have two pack leaders and two

special needs young adults working at the daycare, our

overnight bookings have increased and we have slowly

buit back up the number of dogs that followed Carmia.

Due to the shortage of funds in the period under review,

it was decided to put on hold th extension of services

into dog food production and a grooming parlour unit.

However, are special needs staff are completing online

training in both area's as well as dog behavoir training

on an ongoing basis.  

 THE COLLAR CLUB WORKSHOP



The safety and foster training project has been an

absolute success. We have overachieved our target and

also been able to place two children in care. We have

also undertaken bolt-on training for the safety and foster

parents of Autistic children, due to the fact that their

behavior can and is often challenging. Headed by Autism

specialists Claire and Nolu we are able to work with the

foster parents of these children, teaching them valuable

communication and life skills to ensure their special

child's quality of life. We received our agreement from

DSD to continue the service for another year, and due to

the hard work of our social worker team, we have

cemented strong ties with the various DSD regional

offices who are thrilled to bring us their safety and foster

parents to train. We are working hand in hand with their

offices and BADISA to extend the training to as many

parents as possible, thereby ensuring our children at risk

have the opportunity to find a safe and loving home. We

continue assisting and training three special needs safety

homes on an ongoing basis.

SAFETY PARENT TRAINING



THIS YEAR WE..

Provided Community Respite care for 202 children

Provided  Hospice Based Respite care to 280

children

Provided 420 Social Work Interventions

Provided  1300 care parcels to Families

Trained 182 parents on medical best practice

Provided 433 children with therapies 

Provided 391 hours of safety parent training  



BENEFICIARY OVERVIEW

In the year under review, we were able to serve 591

children. However, as our holistic care covers the

whole family this figure is realistically over 2400. 

Serving so many diverse families, affected by life-

limiting and life-threatening conditions is a great

responsibility, and as we continue to grow and

expand our services, we commit to providing quality

care and support to all of our families.

Further highlighting the diversity in the children and

families we serve is the wide range of medical

conditions they face. In the year 2020/21 we have

worked with 85 different types of conditons 
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To measure the impact that our holistic services

have on families' lives, we have taken a cross

selection of families and asked them to rate us

against our outcome areas. Below is a list of our

services and an average score given by our

randomly selected families per service. 

BENEFICIARY SERVICE

RATING

COMMUNITY CARE FAMILY SUPPORT

100% 100%
HOSPICE CARE

100%

THERAPIES

100%



In  2020/21 our therapies have never been so

needed. The stress placed on our children and

families has been immense, and we know that

having our therapies on hand has made a

significant difference to the well being of our

children and their families 

We have provided  1689 hours of therapy.

Our Therapies include the following:

Equine Therapy

Adaptive Surfing

Imagination Station- Sensory Storytelling

Sensory room sessions

Sensory garden sessions

Play sessions with Alfred the therapy dog

. 

IMPROVING LIVES THROUGH

HOLISTIC THERAPIES



In order to offset the devasting effects of

Covid 19 and the various lockdown levels on

our fundraising, we have undertaken our

biggest online fundraising appeal to date.

The #Saveirishousechildrenshospice appeal

has been running since May 2021, and

although the figures are not reflected in this

reporting period, it is important and very

encouraging to note that as a direct result

of this appeal we have to date raised over

R290, 000.00 - The appeal is ongoing and is

being driven by Ashley van Heerden and

Sue, with the support of the fundraising

team. Our target is to raise R500, 000.00 by

the end of 2021.

#SAVEIRISHOUSECHILDRENSHOSPICE

APPEAL



 Iris House remains extremely focused on fundraising and

cash flow in order to enable us to continue to provide our

free services, and to reach more children and families who

need our unique brand of caring. However, we also have

identified new areas of growth and increased service

capacity. 

      The following projects are planned for 2021/ 22

-  Adult Autism Retreat - Saldanha Bay November 2021

- The establishment of our early learning Autism center at

the old Chere Botha building

- Creating the first special needs friendly victims support

unit model at Bothasig SAPS and training the officers.

- A joint project to replicate Iris House with the

Neurodiversity Foundation to reach more rural areas

- 10 peaks in 10 hours for our 10 years of service 30th

October 2021

- Our first live online auction 25th September 2021

- A new petting area at the hospice funded by the

department of agriculture

- The growth of our doggy daycare project

- The introduction of laying chickens at the hospice to

supply fresh eggs - funded by the department of agriculture

- Partnership with the clothing bank to train sewing and

business skills for 20 Mom's

- A virtual special needs awareness run.

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS



WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT

WITHOUT YOU!



Every night, Aidan I fall into bed, with an exhausted mind and body. BUT

with a full, bursting heart.  Our 2x sets of twins, one of which are 12 and

special needs consume so much of our time. 

We count ourselves blessed to be their primary caregiver and teacher.

Whether being working or stay-at-home parents, we are our children’s

first most important influencers.  Iris House is also one of our influencers.

An NPO who has always strived for equality, respect, and justice for all

our special needs families. Our neurotypical kids are never neglected

either. What an honor and privilege, but what a big responsibility for us

as Parents. Iris House it our support - given with love, consistency and

determination!

How we handle everyday situations, are being monitored daily by these

little minds  I love my children to be at Iris House and pray it will humble

them, encourage them to be as passionate about helping others as we

are supported and encouraged by Sue vd Linde and her Team. Every

minute with our children is an adventure, tears, and admiration. Iris

House has laughed, cried and experiencing the firsts and the currents

with our family for 6 years. We consider ourselves lucky and embrace it.

Be present in the moment. We need to support and uplift Iris House so

they in turn can empower and show special needs families that LOVE

and Determination always comes through in the end.

Justine & Aidan Quinn

IN THEIR WORDS



My girls have been attending Iris House for approximately 4 years.

To explain what Iris house has meant to us during this time would

take very much more than an email.

During the lockdown when I told them they could go to Iris house

there was some celebration as it has been the only place that they

have been to. Since the very first time that we came to Iris house

we have always felt like it was home from home. The love and

care the girls receive here is so wonderful. The staff are the most

compassionate and caring understanding and amazing that we

have ever met.

I am a most grateful Mom that my girls have had the opportunity

to spend so much time at Iris House.

Iris House has meant so much to me because when the girls are

being cared for so well I have been able to have time to do things

that I ordinarily am unable to do with the girls.

Thank you for always caring for us. We love you all very much.

Anthea Gawler

Caron and Amy.

IN THEIR WORDS



I'd like to thank Iris House and all staff members for

their support throughout this whole journey with

Skyelah and us as a family ,we really appreciate

everything you've done for us. Clair did a wonderful

job with Skyelah as she has learned a lot for her

and also from the rest of the staff. Skyelah always

brought positive feedback from Iris house whenever

she went there especially the therapy with the

horses, she loved it very much.

She's in school and her progress is amazing all

thanks to Iris house.

We truly appreciate everything we have learned

from The Iris house and once again Thank you very

much.

Mrs.Sandt

IN THEIR WORDS


